
Organizations around the globe are in the race to build and deliver market-ready 
products. Across industries, businesses are modernizing data platforms using 
advanced analytics and new-age applications. Hence companies need to act quickly 
to leverage the possibilities of the cloud. But businesses are grappling with serious 
challenges in their cloud adoption journey, 
such as:

• Bottlenecks in managing legacy applications

• High turnaround time for application lifecycle 

• Redundant IT infrastructure costs 

• Uncertain roadmaps for migration

• Lack of on-demand services and contractual obligations 

• One view of the enterprise landscape  

Innova’s Cloud Adoption Framework based end-to-end migration services to assist 
you to assess, prepare and build the foundational services with a landing zone ready 
for the smooth migration of services into Azure.

Innova’s Cloud Adoption  
Framework for Migration
Migrate to Microsoft Cloud with Confidence

Why Clients are choosing Innova
Expertise and a proven track record in the tools, methodologies, partner solutions, 
and industry best practices are vital in comprehending effective on-premise cloud 
adoption and migration. Our experienced migration experts use proven practices 
and automated migration tooling verified by Microsoft for the job

We take end-to-end responsibility for managing customer Azure migration program. 
It starts with the Assess, foundation of a quality landing zone, and then migrating 
workloads quickly and consistently onto the platform. Testing and validating 
migration success is done cooperatively to ensure the optimal outcome 

• 15-30% reduction in time to market  

• Increase in agility and efficiency 

• Enhanced governance and optimized cost 

• Ready to deploy infrastructure strategies 

• Faster assessment and discovery 

• Established migration patterns 

• Standardized processes ensuring security adherence 

• App deployment following the pattern at scale

• Better cloud security posture management



Innova’s Cloud adoption framework for migration: embracing cloud 
migration for innovation
Innova’s strong pillars of migration strategies and in-house tools leverage the power of Azure to transform the organizational 
goals of cloud adoption and migration into an actionable plan. 

Innova’s migration methodologies rest on concrete assessments to provide a strong foundation for infrastructure, app migration, 
security, and governance.

Azure Migration building blocks:

• Azure Cloud Foundation based on Cloud Adaption Framework

• Innova adopt methodology on application migration

• Innova governance using 3rd party governance tools

• Innova strategy on cloud assessment and discovery

• Innova adopt methodology on data migration

• Innova Secured Foundation

• Innova adopt methodology on infrastructure migration

www.innovasolutions.com

About Innova Solutions
Founded in 1998 and headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, Innova Solutions employs approximately 50,000 professionals 
worldwide and reports an annual revenue approaching $3 Billion. Through our global delivery centers across North 
America, Asia, and Europe, we deliver strategic technology and business transformation solutions to our clients, enabling 
them to operate as leaders within their fields. 

Request a customized financial impact report. Contact us at info@innovasolutions.com
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Contact Us

Our Global Footprint and  
Delivery Capabilities

Our Success Stories
• Delivered 30% cost savings for a leading Healthcare company in North America by migrating workloads from AWS 

to Azure

• Reduced 30% in cloud services cost by moving to Azure

• Devops Automation helped in improving deployment efficiency and reducing costs
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